
PROJECTS WITH CORKS

See more ideas about Wine corks, Plugs and Wine cork crafts. I have enough corks for this project also goes well with a
kitchen theme. Danielle Â· wine cork.

Cork Jewelry Organizer. Make it in any shape you want! In addition to monograms, you could also make this
adorable ombre cork heart or this heart frame to hang up or place on a shelf. You may need to google translate
but the pictures can guide you through the process. Wreath We hope you have a lot of wine corks lying around
because this one takes the most out of any of the crafts on the list, however once it's finished, you will be left
with a beautiful wreath that can be used all year round. Make this amazing giraffe cork sculpture in your free
time. Get the tutorial here. Check out this easy tutorial here. I also love the ombre color! Wine Cork Artwork
If you need a little wall motivation in your home, turn your favorite quote into artwork with some wine cork
borders. Pick your favorite design and start crafting! Bird House This is one of the more extensive projects on
the list, but this easy how to video will have you making wine cork birdhouses in no time. Get the steps here.
Plus we're sure the birds will appreciate it! Place Card Holder This simple craft is perfect for weddings,
holidays or dinner parties, and Click here for the easy instructions. Check the tutorial here. We can't wait to
see your creations! See how here. Vintage Looking Stairs Using Cork  Design Improvised and Living Savy
both have simple, step by step instructions you can easily follow. Get the instructions here. Drink Coaster
Made from sliced wine corks, these coasters make a great option for re-using your left over corks. This project
only requires a few ingredients and makes a pleasant addition to any room. The tutorial can be found here.
Click here for a tutorial. We want to see your crafts! Memory Vase This craft is perfect for creating and
remembering wonderful memories. Click here for the easy tutorial. Giraffe Cork Sculpture Are you feeling
artistic with your wine corks? Frame a fun chalkboard for your home bar or office. Check out how to make it
here. Keep reading below for tips on how to use those leftover cork and check back next month to see how
you can put those leftover wine bottles to use! Detailed instructions can be found here or for a more simpler
cork-board check out this link.


